
Erfolg mit SystemAn appealing presentation triggers the impulse to buy

Drugstore 
Clarity is the heart and soul
of a drugstore

info



Creating a positive atmosphere

Thinking of wellness: beauty, personal 
hygiene and cosmetics gain more and 
more consciousness, also for men.
Therefore your market’s drugstore be-
comes constantly more important for 
your customers.
Having appealing presentations creates 
a positive atmosphere and triggers the 
impulse to buy.
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“Light is an important issue, 
regarding your drugstore. 
We’ll keep you up to date with 
our LED technology.”

Alexander Gütermann Head of Sales and Project Center South
Member of the board
+49 (0)721 82 48 74-38



Oliver Müller
Key Account Manager
+49 (0)6621 200-216
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The perfect wave 
The heart of the drugstore is curved 
shelves set on a classy wooden floor. 
Curved shelves take your customers’  
focus away from the straight shelf-rows 
of the market to the drugstore and create 
additional turnover. 

“Our shelving systems will be 
your eye-catcher for the perfect 
presentation of your merchan-
dise.”
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Accentuate your drugstore

It’s possible to highlight special areas 
within the market by shelf coverings and 
lowered casings to accentuate their de-
partment character. These “cognition-
parcels” are often used in the drugstore 
area. They serve as reference-point for 
the customer.  
Harmonious colouring of details and shelf 
segments form impressive designs.

“How do you structure a room 
optimally? Our shelving sys-
tems will help to achieve the 
utmost results.”

Jan Kuhse Head of Sales and Project Center North
Member of the board
+49 (0)511 89 99 17-35
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“Lighted pictures at the 
shelves are an impressive  
staging for your product. 
They create atmosphere and 
orientation within the market.”

Juan Carlos Román
Head of Project Center North
+49 (0)511 89 99 17-31

Animate your buyers

Seduce your customers with an  
emotional product presentat ion.
Create sensual experiences to get 
their  at tent ion and increase their 
purchase frequency.



Georg Kossmer
Key Account Manager
+49 (0)40 41 91 84 04

Dynamic gondola head

The dynamic gondola head is a  
perfect tool for cross-selling concepts. 
The side-frames, which can carry hooks 
or hooked-in shelves, provide space for 
complementary products.
The shelves can be used dynamically in 
the lengths 1000 mm or 1200 mm.
The circumferential bumper with its 
sealing lip ensures efficient cleaning. 
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“We create additional buying 
impulse by displaying asso-
ciated specials, well-arranged 
and easy to clean.”
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International success

When used in drugstores red is a  
complex and profound colour, suited as 
compensatory element.
At the same time the powerful colour  
appeals to anyone and touches all sen-
sations and senses. Shelving systems 
from Linde Ladenbau serve Europe-wide 
as innovative concepts.

“An essential part of our 
everyday work is the virtuosic 
use of colours.” 

Daniel Schwanitz Head of Sales and Project Center International
Member of the board
+49 (0)6621 200-219
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Systems for fi rst class pharmacies 
The 25 mm pitch ensures an optimal 
space management, due to the subtle 
structures. The merchandise is presen-
ted perfectly, spaces are optimised.

“Our four systems serve many 
requirements of a successful 
product presentation.”

Stefan Collerius
Key Account Manager
+49 (0)6621 200-245
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Obst & Gemüse >>
Fruit & vegetables

Wein & Spirituosen >>
Wine & Spritis >>

Backwaren >>
Bakery >>

Lebensmittel >>
Food >>

Unternehmen >>
Business >>

Non Food >>
Non Food >>

Systeme & Programme >>
Systems & product lines

Kosmetik >>
Cosmetics >>

Konzepcenter >>
Conceptcenter >>




